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AREA 40 TRIANGLE
A Newsletter for A.A. in the State of Montana
THE TRIANGLE NEWSLETTER IS CHANGING!
What do you need to know?
1. Virtual Mail Instead of Snail Mail. The Triangle Editor will send email notifications to
each group’s contact instead of mass printing and mailing each issue. Issues will be
viewable online.
2. Still Want to Receive a Printed Copy? Just subscribe for a yearly fee of $10.80, and
you’ll receive eight printed copies for the year. (The cost is dependent on current price
to print and mail individual copies.)
3. New Website for the Triangle. Triangle issues will be published on the new Triangle
website at area-40-triangle.org. The Area 40 website will also link to the new site.
4. No Need to Wait. Any A.A. member can sign up to receive an email notification. Just
go to area-40-triangle.org, click on “Follow” and enter your email address. Every time
a new issue is published, you will receive an email notification letting you know
there’s a new one to view.
5. GSR’s, This Is For You. As a General Service Representative, you can forward your
email notification to other members as well as print out a copy and take it to your
group. If you’re meeting on Zoom, you can copy and paste a link to the new Triangle
website in chat, where all members of your group can click on the link and view the
new issue.
6. Wait! You Already Have A Subscription? No worries. You’ll still receive a printed
copy as well as an email notification (if your group has supplied an email). Each
Triangle issue states your group’s subscription expiration date in the address field.
Don’t see it? Send me an email, and I’ll look it up.
What do you need to do? Please make sure your group contact information is up-todate, including an email address, with the Triangle Editor and Area 40. You can also go
directly to the Triangle website and add your email by clicking on “Follow” and
entering in your email. Tell your group members about the new Triangle website and let
them know they can sign up to receive new Triangle issues in their email boxes too!
Concerned about giving your email? Any email you enter when “following” the website
will not be shared with anyone outside of Area 40 trusted servants. If you’re unsure about
giving your email, you can easily create a new email through Google or Yahoo and create
an email that does not divulge your first or last name.
Got questions? Send questions to triangle@aa-montana.org.
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Excerpts from A.A. Literature,
materials, and Grapevine are
reprinted with permission of A.A.
World Services and Grapevine, Inc.

THE NEW TRIANGLE WEBSITE: area-40-triangle.org
2020 FALL ASSEMBLY HIGHLIGHTS
This past Fall Assembly was hosted virtually on September 11th - 13th. Here are some
highlights of the weekend. You can always check in with your group’s General Service
Representative (GSR) or your District's District Committee Member (DCM) to get more
information.
MOTIONS AT THE FALL ASSEMBLY
1. Update the Archivist job description in the Area 40 Policy and Procedures, part G1.12
to read, “update the Area 40 Past Actions document and the Area 40 Policy and
Procedure document with the Archives committee and Area Advisor after each Area
Assembly.” Motion Passed

The Triangle is anonymity protected. All
A.A. members are identified by first
name and last initial only.
“If I were asked which of our
blessings I felt was most responsible
for our growth as a fellowship and
most vital to our continuity, I would
say, the ‘Concept of Anonymity.’”
Bill’s last message read by Lois, 1970
Annual New York Intergroup Dinner
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Tradition Ten Snip-it
Alcoholics Anonymous has no opinion
on outside issues; hence the A.A. name
ought never be drawn into public
controversy.
“To most of us, Alcoholics Anonymous
has become as solid as the Rock of
Gibraltar. We like to believe that it will
soon be as well known and just as
enduring as that historic landmark. We
enjoy this pleasant conviction because
nothing has yet occurred to disturb it; we
reason that we must hang together or die.
Hence we take for granted our continued
unity as a moment. But should we?
Though God has bested upon us great
favors, and though we are bound by
stronger ties of love and necessity than
most societies, is it prudent to suppose
that automatically these great gifts and
attributes shall be ours forever? If we are
worthy, we shall probably continue to
enjoy them. So the real question is, how
shall we always be worthy of our present
blessings? Seen from this point of view,
our AA Traditions are those attitudes and
practices by which we may deserve, as a
movement, a long life and a useful one.
To this end, none could be more vital
than our Tenth Tradition, for it deals with
the subject of controversy—serious
controversy.”
- Reprinted from Language of the Heart, p. 89 - 90
with permission of A.A. World Services, Inc.

Tradition Eleven Snip-it
Our public relations policy is based on
attraction rather than promotion; we
need always maintain personal
anonymity at the level of press, radio,
and films.
“Vividly, we are becoming aware that no
member ought to describe himself in full
view of the general public as an AA,
even for the most worthy purpose, lest a
perilous precedent be set which would
tempt others to do likewise for purposes
not so worthy. We see that on breaking
anonymity be it press, radio, or pictures,
any one of us could easily transfer the
valuable name of Alcoholics
Anonymous over onto any enterprise or
into the midst of any controversy. So it
is becoming our code that there are
things that no AA ever does, lest he
divert AA from its sole purpose and
injure our public relations.”
- Reprinted from Language of the Heart, p. 92
with permission of A.A. World Services, Inc.

2. Consider voting privileges to be granted to the Archivist, Webmaster, Area Advisor &
Bridging the Gap Chair. Motion passed.
3. That Area 40 consider hosting a virtual assembly for each Spring Assembly,
beginning in Spring of 2021. Motion failed.
4. To approve Area 40 2021 budget. Motion passed.
5. Allow Triangle Editor to create a searchable website for the Area 40 Triangle, and
grant authority for the Triangle Editor to email notices of the new website. Motion
passed.
6. Decide today to hold a virtual Spring 2021 assembly. Motion passed.
EXCERPTS FROM AREA 40 DELEGATE’S REPORT - Paul L.
“Advisory Actions at the General Service Conference
There were 16 Recommendations that came out of the Conference Committees for
voting on by the Conference. All of these were passed and became ADVISORY
ACTIONS by the 70th General Service Conference.
Advisory Actions represent recommendations passed by the General Service Conference
that serves as the Group Conscience of the Fellowship of A.A. [Check with your GSR to
get the lowdown on specifics for each Advisory Action or check out the Final Report.]
Here are a few highlights:
• FINANCE: Recommended approval of the draft language about the ‘Virtual Basket’
being included in the pamphlet 'Self-Support: Where Money and Spirituality Mix.’
• LITERATURE: ❧ Approved the video ‘Your General Service Office, the Grapevine
and the General Service Structure.’ ❧ Approved the ‘A.A.W.S. Policy on Publication
of Literature: Updating Pamphlets and Other A.A. Materials.’
• TREATMENT & ACCESSIBILITIES: Recommended to update the pamphlet ‘Bridging
the Gap’ and bring a progress report or draft to the 2021 Conference Committee on
Treatment and Accessibilities.
Committee Considerations at the General Service Conference
Numerous Agenda Items became Committee Considerations for a number of reasons.
For a complete listing with additional information please refer to the Final Report. Here
are some of the highlights of the Committee Considerations.
• ARCHIVES: Further develop ideas regarding book on A.A. history from 1955 to the
present.
• FINANCE: Reviewed the report from the Ad Hoc Committee on Google Grants and
the Seventh Tradition and strongly suggested forwarding the report to the Trustee’s
Finance and Budgetary Committee and the appropriate 71st GSC Committee.
• IC/RF: Reviewed report on the cancellation of the 2020 International Convention.
They also discussed the use of the Lord’s Prayer for closing the Big Meetings and
decided to pray about it and come back next year and discuss it some more.
• LITERATURE: They reviewed the progress report regarding many pamphlets and
asked that they be brought back next year. They also asked for clarification about not
retiring the existing version of the Twelve Traditions Illustrated and could they receive
an explanation about how an existing version of literature might remain in publication
after a revised, updated version has been approved.
• PUBLIC INFORMATION: ❧ The committee reviewed numerous reports about the
Meeting Guide app, the A.A. and Grapevine websites, the comprehensive media plan,
the current status of Google AdWords/Grants and others. ❧ They reviewed the request
addressing anonymity on social media. They outlined some specific information they
wanted gathered. They noted that current A.A. Literature; ‘Understanding Anonymity,
A.A. Guidelines on the Internet’ is dated and does not accurately reflect current
technology or the Fellowship’s experience. ❧ They discussed the plan to create an
A.A. Podcast. ❧ Suggested creating a new digital PDF version of the Public
Information Workbook.”
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Cost of Services Provided to the Fellowship 2019: $11.8 Million
• Supporting Services - $4,329 million - 37%
• Outreach - $3,109 million - 26%
• Group Services - $2,202 million - 19%
• Service Leadership - $2,164 million - 18%
Budget Reforecast 2.01
• Original 2020 Budget Expenses:
$18,798,860
• Reforecast 2.01Budget Expenses:
$15,867,752
• Expenses Decreased:
$2,931,108
• Original 2020 Budget Revenue:
• Reforecast 2.01 Budget Revenue:
• Revenue Decreased:
• Original 2020 Net Income:

$18,800,000
$15,702,447
$3,097,553
$1,140

• Reforecast 2.01 Net Loss:
$165,306
Want to know what else the Delegate reported on? Go to aa-montana.org and click
on “Delegate’s Reports” or “Assembly Minutes”.
EXCERPT FROM AREA CHAIR REPORT - Connie R.
“Last fall we did the Area Inventory and one of the items that continues to come up is
how we are reaching the remote communities of Montana. I jokingly say, “God does
for us what we can’t do for ourselves”, but a Higher Power has truly done what we
struggled to get done for ourselves. COVID has caused a lot of fear and isolation, but
it has also caused some of us to find a way to reach out to each other as well as to the
remote communities of Montana. I have been able to attend meetings from one end of
Montana to the other. While attending a meeting in Havre, a newcomer from
Culbertson was there because the Culbertson meeting was shutdown. We were able to
connect her to the virtual meeting in Glasgow.”
EXCERPT FROM AREA SECRETARY REPORT - Brynn C.
“I understand any frustrations or concerns any members might be having, especially
as we have recently come across many errors and omissions in group records, and do
share them. However, from what I have learned, the new software, when it eventually
arrives, will make management of several aspects of AA functionality easier and
housed in one place, so, although cumbersome and problematic, I do believe that once
all of the kinks are ironed out it will be of great benefit to our fellowship and Area 40.
On behalf of GSO, I appreciate your patience. In the interim, records updates (first
and last name, phone number, email address, and snail mail address are needed) can
be sent to me [secretary@aa-montana.org], or directly to records@aa.org."
EXCERPT ARCHIVES/STRUCTURE & POLICY REPORT - Kacie N. “I’ve
heard it reminded over the years that just because elections have been held doesn’t
mean my job is done. I’ve still got three and a half months left in this position. This
year has sure presented our fellowship with unusual circumstances to navigate. I
would like to encourage groups and districts to be documenting what you’ve done to
continue carrying the message and keep AA accessible to the fellowship and the still
suffering alcoholic. We are living through historic times that our future members will
want to learn about. Let’s not deprive them of our valuable experience!”
EXCERPT FROM TREATMENT REPORT - Steve S.
“What a year in review. 2020 has been full of its challenges both with meetings, AA
gatherings of many types, including roundups, international conventions, etc. This has
changed the way that the treatment chair position has been able to visit and interact
this past year. 2019 was a year with lots of interaction between this chair position and
districts working on meetings. From spring assembly till now it has been very quiet.
The main thing as far as service has been taking calls off the hotline. That has been
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Concept Ten Bite
Every service responsibility should be
matched by an equal service authority—
the scope of such authority to be always
well defined whether by tradition, by
resolution, by specific job description or
by appropriate charters and bylaws.
“These are the proper uses of ultimate
authority, because they rightly discharge a
truly ultimate responsibility, the influence
of ultimate authority must always be felt,
but it is perfectly clear that when delegated
authority is operating well it should not be
constantly interfered with. Otherwise those
charged with operating responsibility will
be demoralized because their authority to
do their work will be subject to arbitrary
invasion, and because their actual
responsibility will be made greater than
their real authority.”
- Reprinted from The Twelve Concepts for World
Service Illustrated, p. 42, with permission of A.A.
World Services, Inc.

Concept Eleven Bite
While the Trustees hold final
responsibility for A.A.’s world service
administration, they should always
have the assistance of the best
possible standing committees,
corporate service directors,
executives, staffs and consultants.
Therefore the composition of these
underlying committees and service
boards, the personal qualifications of
their members, the manner of their
induction into service, the systems of
their rotation, the way in which they
are related to each other, the special
rights and duties of our executives,
staffs and consultants, together with a
proper basis for the financial
compensation of these special
workers, will always be matters for
serious care and concern.
“One more aspect of rotation: the matter
of time. We already know that the more
responsible the assignment, the longer
the term of service must be, if we are to
have effectiveness. For example, a
group secretary can be changed every
six months and an Intergroup
committeeman every year. But to be of
any use whatever, a Delegate has to
serve two years, and a Trustee must
serve four.”
- Reprinted from The A.A. Service Manual, p. 57,
with permission of A.A. World Services, Inc.
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amazing as it has added more numbers to my AA contact list and building
relationships with callers, sometimes trying to find a meeting and then
reconnecting to do a meeting over the phone.”
EXCERPT FROM BRIDGING THE GAP REPORT - Jessica E.
“I continue to modify handouts to help new BTG chairs transition into their
new positions and have provided information, guidance, and meeting times
with our new members. I continue our relationship with Pine Hills
Correctional Facility to connect their AA’s with volunteers in our
communities and assist with out out of state BTG transfers whenever we
are needed. I have had the opportunity of connecting AA’s in our facilities
to BTG volunteers in other states, but the majority of them are joining our
local communities. Although many facilities are not allowing face-to-face
meetings, they are still receiving alcoholic inmates and patients, they are
still leaving and need temporary contacts.”
EXCERPT FROM GRAPEVINE REPORT - Shawn N.
“The Grapevine (GV) Project, Carry the Message, had an unfortunate
detour this year. The COVID-19 has affected us all, in every aspect of our
lives. The still suffering alcoholic has had its resources reduced to almost
nil. The GV website has many resources that are available to anyone that
needs our assistance. There is more info on the website aagrapevine.org.
All you GSR’s, please check it out. The newcomer needs every tool
available! The following is from the GV website: ‘For those who wish to
take advantage of our new downloadable, digital EPUB version of
Grapevine (including audio), we are making it available at a rate of only
$1.99 per issue (even less with a year or more subscription and the ability
to cancel at any time.) Please share with your fellows.’”
EXCERPT FROM ARCHIVIST REPORT - Earl F.
“I want to offer a challenge to each and every person here to help
contribute to the Archives. GSR’s, please return to your groups and find an
old-timer or two and have a cup of coffee with them and have them share
their take on the history of your group, include the ups and downs and all
the fun and growing pains that has created your group. Area Chairs,
Officers, Past Delegates and even the Archivist, please write a report of the
happenings of this rotation. Share your feelings and hopes and goals from
when you were selected to your position. What went well and what did
not? Share in your own words the successes, the failures, the good times
and the potlucks. Where you traveled to and some of the friends you made
along the way. How the normal changed in 2020. Please share these with
me for inclusion to the Archives for this rotation.”
EXCERPT FROM PUBLIC INFORMATION REPORT - Sabrina C.
“Regarding the Area 40 Hotline, there is still a consistent increase in call
volume due to the COVID-19 pandemic. A.A. members continue to call
the Hotline looking for information about Zoom codes or to ask questions
about where to find an in-person meeting or to complain about going to a
meeting and finding the doors locked. […] The operators who answer the
A.A. Hotline do not have that information. The only thing they can do is
connect you to an A.A. member in your District. And you can avoid calling
the Hotline by just calling A.A. members in your District in the first place.
I sincerely hope that makes sense. And if it does not, feel free to contact me
anytime!”
EXCERPT FROM CPC REPORT - Terri T.
“This has been such a blessing to be part of the challenge and change that
occurred during COVID-19. I found that we had an opportunity to connect
with our professional community in ways that were not available to us
previously. A year ago, we had the Montana Friends of AA Tour, and little
did we know that we would face change of colossal proportions in regards
to our ability to meet and communicate, and that the outreach we did
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during this trip would be vital in connecting the still
suffering alcoholic to our Fellowship. “
EXCERPT FROM TRIANGLE EDITOR REPORT
- Catherine B. “So far for 2020, printing and postage
expense for six issues has totaled $2,188.19. We have
two more issues to publish, estimated cost around
$700, potentially bringing our 2020 year-end total
expense to $2,788.19. This estimated year-end total is
about $600 less than 2019, which is good. After the
pandemic hit, there was a decrease in our printing cost
with Action Print of about $80 per issue. I never called
them to clarify the decrease, so I’m not sure of the
reason. From January to July 2020, we received $130
from groups and individuals buying a Triangle
subscription. In January, I submitted a two-part agenda
item to discuss and vote on during the Spring
Assembly, but we ran out of time and the agenda item
was tabled until the Fall Assembly. One part of the
agenda item is about creating a website solely for the
Triangle and the other part is about limiting printing
and postage expense. The idea behind this is to create
greater accessibility to the Triangle, and ultimately to
Area 40 as a whole, as well as substantially decrease
Triangle expense without losing availability.”

EXCERPT FROM TREASURER REPORT - Julie
R. “As I said in my highlights this morning, the
current financial reports are available on our Area
website. One report is classified by committee and
other by line item. Just two different ways to look at
our expenses. The totals at the bottom should be the
same. Due to having two virtual assemblies and much
less travel of our trusted servants, our budgeted
expenses are down about $20,000 so far. The August
ending checkbook balance shows $20,457. Subtracting
the 4-month operating expense prudent reserve leaves
an operating balance of $6,754.” [Please visit aamontana.org and click on “Financial Reports” to view
the latest financial reports.]
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Ad Hoc Committee

FINAL 2021 BUDGET
Spring Assembly

$7,800

Other/Nat’l Workshops

Fall Assembly

$7,800

Annual Filing Fee

Regional Serv. Conf.

$2,300

TOTAL 2021 BUDGET

Regional Forum
Regional Trustee
Delegate Expenses
Area 40 share to GSC
Other Expenses
Other Expenses NYC
Roundups
Travel Expenses
Total Delegate Expenses
Area Chair Expenses
Archivist Account
Archivist Display, Supplies & Travel
Archives Storage & Utilities
Total Archivist Account
Literature
General Literature Purchases
Total Literature
Public Information
Area Hotline Expenses
Directory Listings
Total Public Information
Website
Triangle
Committee Chair Post/Supplies
Committee Chair Travel
Computer Hardware/Software

$0.00
$1,500
$20
$41,820

$0.00
EXCERPT FROM WACYPAA REPORT - Jessi P.
$800 “The purpose of Western Area Conference of Young
People in AA (WACYPAA) is to build and strengthen
unity in Young Peoples’ Groups in Alcoholics
Anonymous in the Western area of North America and
$1,800 Hawaii. […] Back in January a group of AA’s in
Missoula went to WACYPAA 23 in LA to bid for this
$500 international young people’s conference and much to
everyone’s shock, we were awarded the conference! We
$475 hosted WACYPAA host committee elections in February
and formed a new committee for the purpose of planning
$500 a conference in Missoula. This has been challenging to
plan considering our present circumstances. At present,
$1,825 we are planning on hosting WACYPAA in person June
3rd - 6th at the Holiday Inn in Downtown Missoula.
$5,100 Registration is $20 now but will likely go up soon. You
can register at our website wacypaaxxiv.org, and there
$600 will be a link to book hotel rooms on the website soon.”
FALL 2021 GREAT FALLS ROUNDUP REPORT Hugh “We are in the planning process. Our dates are
$150
October 8th - 10th, 2021. More to be revealed as we
plan.”
$4,255
$4,375 EXCERPT FROM WEST CENTRAL REGIONAL
FORUM 2021 REPORT - Andrew W. “The forum is
scheduled for September 10th - 12th, 2021.The big news
is that it now looks likely that we will be having the
$200 forum remotely. We just found out this past month. We’re
trying to reimagine how we can host people and have
$200 hospitality at a remote event. No one is more
disappointed than our hospitality chair, Shawn, but he
has gracefully volunteered to eat candy and desserts on
Zoom and tell everyone how good they taste.”
$3,000
$2,400 EXCERPTS FROM WORKSHOP: OUR NEW
NORMAL: CARRYING THE MESSAGE AND
$5,400 WORKING WITH THE PROFESSIONALS - Sharon
S. and Mark S.
$200 “Both Mark and Sharon wanted the members of the
workshop to participate, so they used breakout rooms for
$3,000 meeting participants to discuss ridiculous and serious
ways to carry (or not carry) the message:
$400
Workshop Takeaways
• Let local doctor’s clinic know about Zoom
$2,200
meetings for their patients—alcoholic or problem
drinkers.
$125
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Reach out to people I haven’t seen and be enthusiastic.
Train meeting hosts.
Advertise online meetings in local newspaper.
Reach out to members on home group phone list to make sure
they are connected to AA via live/Zoom meetings regularly.
Contact people we used to see in person but haven’t seen for a
while.
Enthusiastic with carrying the primary message.
Volunteer to assist in updating area website.
Contribute financially.
Stay in touch with those I used to meet in person.
Check out the meeting app and let my home group and district
know.
Work more with my home group to expand their knowledge of
how they can best carry the message better inside/outside of
our home group. Communicate what District and Area can
offer.
Make service work fun.
Suggest to discuss service work in AA during open discussion
meetings.
Contact professionals and doctors to make sure they have
Zoom meeting numbers for reference.
Continue to produce schedules at the district level for open
face-to-face meetings.

QUESTIONS FROM THE GSR & DCM BREAKOUTS - (GSR
Breakouts are comprised of GSR’s swapping experience, strength,
and hope. DCM Breakouts are comprised of DCM’s doing the same
thing but in a different room. Here are the questions those different
breakouts discussed.)
1. How do we handle AA members or newcomers that do not want
to wear masks even though there is a State mandate from the
Governor?
2. Do we ask members to leave who won’t wear masks at in-person
meetings?
3. Any recommendations on high-quality hybrid meetings?
4. Do mask requirements violate the Traditions? How have different
groups handled this issue?
5. How are your groups handling the COVID restrictions? How
have your meetings changed?
6. How do we make sure that all that are seeking help know where
to find us?
7. What do groups with mask requirements do if a member refuses
to wear a mask?
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8. How do we respond to those outside AA who want to do
contact tracing for AA members with positive COVID?
9. How is your group making itself available for
newcomers to find you?

AREA 40 FALL ASSEMBLY ELECTION RESULTS
Here are the incoming trusted servants for the next 2021 2022 rotation! Additionally, I’ve included Area 40’s
Trustee-at-Large Nominee.
Thank you for stepping up and being of service!!

Delegate: Connie R.
Area Chair/Alt. Delegate: Kacie N.
Area Secretary: Lisa C.
Area Treasurer: Jeremiah S.
Webmaster (Interim): Jake L.
Area Advisor: Paul L.
Archives/Area 40 Structure & Policy: Brynn C.
Cooperation with the Professional Community & Trustees
Committee: Don M.
Corrections/Int’l Conv. & Regional Forums: Ty K.
Grapevine/GSC Policy & Admissions: Jody T.
Literature: Dan H.
Public Information/Report & Charter: Jake H.
Treatment/Accessibilities/Agenda: Grant O.
Triangle Editor: Terri T.
Hotline: Sabrina C.
Trustee-at-Large Nominee: Libbie L.

We need your experience, strength, and hope! Please send us short articles—400 words or less—on A.A.
service. Please submit no later than November 28th via email to triangle@aa-montana.org. Have you been
an opener? Coffee maker? Supplies person? Maybe the GSR for your home group? Group secretary? Group
treasurer? How about at the District level? Past DCM? Current DCM? Maybe a District Committee Chair?
Have you taken meetings into jails or treatment centers? Inquiring minds want to know!
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UPCOMING EVENTS
November 2020
November 21st ➙ 66th Annual Attitude of Gratitude, Virtual
November 26th - 29th ➙ 29th Int’l Native American Conv., Las Vegas, NV
February 2021
February 1st ➙ Deadline for Spring Agenda Items
March 2021
March 5th - 7th ➙ 34th Annual Whitefish Sober Ski, Whitefish Mtn. Resort, MT
March 26th - 28th ➙ Spring Assembly, Virtual

Need a flier for your group?
Check out aa-montana.org

April 2021
April 23rd - 25th ➙ Havre AA Mini Conference, Havre, MT
June 2021
June 3rd - 6th ➙ WACYPAA XXIV, Holiday Inn, Downtown Missoula, MT

WACYPAA is coming June 3rd - 6th, 2021!
ZOOYPAA (Missoula Young People in A.A. service committee) is hosting the Western Area Conference of Young People in
Alcoholics Anonymous. This will be the largest event Area 40 has ever hosted, so you won’t want to miss out on this momentous
event. http://wacypaa.org/wacypaas-aim/region/
Age is not a determining factor for being young at heart. Any A.A. member, regardless of age, is welcome and encouraged to
attend WACYPAA.

Need to contact your Area 40 Chairs?
Area 40 Delegate
Paul L. delegate@aa-montana.org

Literature
Grant M. literature@aa-montana.org

Area Chair/Alt. Delegate
Connie R. chair@aa-montana.org

Public Information
Sabrina C. pi@aa-montana.org

Secretary
Brynn C. secretary@aa-montana.org

Treatment
Steve S. treatment@aa-montana.org

Treasurer
Julie R. treasurer@aa-montana.org

Triangle Editor
Catherine B. triangle@aa-montana.org

Archives
Kacie N. archives@aa-montana.org

Advisor
Gerry R. advisor@aa-montana.org

Cooperation with the
Professional Community (CPC)
Terry T. cpc@aa-montana.org

Archivist
Earl F. archivist@aa-montana.org

Grapevine
Shawn N. grapevine@aa-montana.org

Bridging the Gap
Jessica E. btgchair@aa-montana.org

Webmaster
Corrections
Jake L. webmaster@aa-montana.org
Jeremiah S. corrections@aa-montana.org
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Triangle Issues Go Straight to Your Email
All groups will receive an email notification when a new Triangle issue is
published on the Triangle website. Make sure your contact information is
up-to-date with the Triangle Editor by emailing by emailing your contact
information to triangle@aa-montana.org or to Area 40 at secretary@aamontana.org. Individual members can go the Triangle website at area-40triangle.org and click “follow” and enter their email address to receive
notifications for new Triangle issues.
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Mail Group Contributions
Area 40, Inc.
P.O. Box 3826
Missoula, MT 59806
Make checks payable
to Area 40, Inc.

Print subscriptions are still available for a yearly subscription fee of $10.80 for
eight issues. You can use the form below and mail a check to AREA 40
TRIANGLE, P.O. BOX 852, MILLTOWN, MT 59851, or you can subscribe
online on Area 40’s website: aa-montana.org.

Group Name: __________________________________________
GSR/Contact:__________________________________________
Address:_______________________________________________
City, St., Zip:___________________________________________
Phone No.:_____________________________________________
Email:_________________________________________________

GSO
P.O. Box 459
Grand Central Station
New York, NY 10163
Make checks payable to GSO

Make checks payable to Area 40, Inc.
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